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Own domain Delete backups Exfiltrate data Redirect funds Ransom Botnet

ESCALATION

Pass the hash Pass the ticket
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Want to protect your account?  - DON’T tell your 

password!



48,706
Brute force 

authentication attacks
(blocked by Azure Active 

Directory)

18,265
Malware Threats

(blocked by Microsoft 

Defender for Endpoint)

60,882
Email Threats
(blocked by Microsoft 

Defender for Office)58,980
Identity Threats

(blocked by Microsoft 

Defender for Identity)

It only takes 1 minute
Attacks blocked by Microsoft



Email phishing

•The most common form of phishing, this type of 

attack uses tactics like phony hyperlinks to lure email 

recipients into sharing their personal information. 

Attackers often masquerade as a large account 

provider like Microsoft or Google, or even a coworker.

Malware phishing

•Another prevalent phishing approach, this type of 

attack involves planting malware disguised as a 

trustworthy attachment (such as a resume or bank 

statement) in an email. In some cases, opening a 

malware attachment can paralyze entire IT systems.

Spear phishing

•Where most phishing attacks cast a wide net, spear 

phishing targets specific individuals by exploiting 

information gathered through research into their jobs 

and social lives. These attacks are highly customized, 

making them particularly effective at bypassing 

basic cybersecurity.

Whaling

•When bad actors target a “big fish” like a business 

executive or celebrity, it’s called whaling. These scammers 

often conduct considerable research into their targets to 

find an opportune moment to steal login credentials or 

other sensitive information. If you have a lot to lose, 

whaling attackers have a lot to gain.

Smishing

•A combination of the words “SMS” and “phishing,” 

smishing involves sending text messages disguised as 

trustworthy communications from businesses like 

Amazon or FedEx. People are particularly vulnerable to 

SMS scams, as text messages are delivered in plain text 

and come across as more personal.

Vishing

•In vishing campaigns, attackers in fraudulent call centers 

attempt to trick people into providing sensitive 

information over the phone. In many cases, these scams 

use social engineering to dupe victims into installing 

malware onto their devices in the form of an app.

Phishing – The entry point
Phishing is an online scam where criminals send alluring emails to the organization, user, and more to collect 
sensitive information. 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/security-101/what-is-cybersecurity


Can you spot a Phishing attempt?

Can you spot 5 signs that this is a phishing email?



80%
Ransomware

Ransomware’s 

new business model

Ransomware attacks exploiting configuration errors

Over 80 percent of ransomware attacks

can be traced to common configuration 

errors in software and devices.1



“…the average cost for a healthcare organization to remediate the impact of a ransomware attack went up to $1.85 
million in 2021, compared to $1.27 million in 2020. This was the second-highest average cost across all sectors.”

“Ninety-four percent of respondents said the ransomware attack impacted their ability to operate and 90% of private 
sector healthcare organizations responded that the attack “caused them to lose business or revenue.” 

It took 44% of healthcare organizations “up to a week” to recover from a ransomware attack in 2021, and 25% took up 
to a month to recover. The average time for healthcare organizations to recover was one week.

Source: Thomas Reuters July 5, 2022

✓ 66% of healthcare organizations were struck by ransomware in 2021. This is almost double the 

number of the year before.

✓ 61% of these organizations will pay the ransom. This is the highest figure in all industries.

✓ $1.85 million is the average cost to recover from these ransomware attacks.

Source: CEI Digital Office, Ransomware in Healthcare Organizations and the State of the Industry in 2022 

Consider these statistics about ransomware in healthcare:

https://news.sophos.com/en-us/2022/06/01/the-state-of-ransomware-in-healthcare-2022/






Source:   HIPAA  Journal, 2022

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).   GDPR was put in effect in the European Union (EU) 

in 2018 and defines the collection, processing or storing of personal data of anyone within the EU.

But my application is in the US… why do I need to worry about GDPR? – because the physical 

location of the institution, organization or business is not as important in determining the need 

to comply with the GDPR as the physical location of the data subject – the individual whose data 

is being collected, processed or stored.

The GDPR places strict controls on data transferred to non-EU countries or international 

organizations. These are detailed in Chapter V of the Regulation. Data is allowed to be transferred 

only when the EU Commission has deemed that the transfer destination “ensures an adequate 

level of protection”.

Take-away:  when writing applications that collect personal data about an individual, you must 

provide a method for the user to opt out of storing that data and/or wiping all personal data 

when they leave that application



Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), which regulates healthcare information;

Under HIPAA, protected health information is considered to be individually identifiable information 

relating to the past, present, or future health status of an individual that is created, collected, or 

transmitted, or maintained by a HIPAA-covered entity in relation to the provision of healthcare, 

payment for healthcare services, or use in healthcare operations (PHI healthcare business uses).

Health information such as diagnoses, treatment information, medical test results, and prescription 

information are considered protected health information under HIPAA, as are national identification 

numbers and demographic information such as birth dates, gender, ethnicity, and contact and 

emergency contact information.

Source:   HIPAA  Journal, 2022

Take-away:  Think about where and how data will be stored and protected.  Care must be taken in 

securely protecting any Personally Identifiable Information (PII) relating to user healthcare



Secure coding guidelines for .NET | Microsoft Learn

When designing and writing your code, you need to protect and limit the access that code has to resources, 

especially when using or invoking code of unknown origin. So, keep in mind the following techniques to ensure 

your code is secure:

•Do not use Code Access Security (CAS).

•Do not use partial trusted code.

•Do not use the AllowPartiallyTrustedCaller attribute (APTCA).

•Do not use .NET Remoting.

•Do not use Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM).

•Do not use binary formatters.

User data, which is any kind of input (data from a Web request or URL, input to controls of a Microsoft 

Windows Forms application, and so on), can adversely influence code because often that data is used directly 

as parameters to call other code. This situation is analogous to malicious code calling your code with strange 

parameters, and the same precautions should be taken. User input is actually harder to make safe because 

there is no stack frame to trace the presence of the potentially untrusted data.

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/standard/security/secure-coding-guidelines
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/system.security.allowpartiallytrustedcallersattribute


“OAuth 2 is an authorization framework that enables applications — such as Facebook, GitHub, and DigitalOcean — to 
obtain limited access to user accounts on an HTTP service. It works by delegating user authentication to the service that 
hosts a user account and authorizing third-party applications to access that user account. OAuth 2 provides authorization 
flows for web and desktop applications, as well as mobile devices.”

1) The application requests authorization to access service resources from 
the user

2) If the user authorized the request, the application receives an authorization 
grant

3) The application requests an access token from the authorization 
server (API) by presenting authentication of its own identity, and the 
authorization grant

4) If the application identity is authenticated and the authorization grant is 
valid, the authorization server (API) issues an access token to the 
application. Authorization is complete.

5) The application requests the resource from the resource server (API) and 
presents the access token for authentication

6) If the access token is valid, the resource server (API) serves the resource to 
the application

Source:   Digital Ocean 2022

https://oauth.net/2/


SAML authentication with Azure Active Directory - Microsoft Entra | Microsoft Learn

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is an open standard for exchanging authentication and authorization 

data between an identity provider and a service provider. SAML is an XML-based markup language for security 

assertions, which are statements that service providers use to make access-control decisions.

The SAML specification 

defines three roles:

•The principal, generally a user

•The identity provider (IdP)

•The service provider (SP)

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/auth-saml


The primary difference between SAML and OAuth is that SAML generally facilitates exchange of a single 
user’s authentication and authorization data across secure domains. In contrast, OAuth typically works on 
behalf of a specific application to share user information on a limited basis with other applications.

“SAML supports both user authentication and authorization while OAuth is only for authorization. If the business 
priority is confirming user identity, SAML is the only choice. If the business priority is securely and easily managing 
user privileges, OAuth may be the better choice.”

But can they be used TOGETHER? – YES!
Because each as a particular capability unique to the usage, Microsoft services such as Azure use both for 
application provisioning where SAML grants system access and OAuth grants access to protected 
resources.



Threat Insights



Security Snapshot

Microsoft’s Digital Crimes Unit (DCU)

Directed the removal of more than 531,000 unique phishing URLs and 

5,400 phish kits between July 2021 and June 2022, leading to the 

identification and closure of over 1,400 malicious email accounts used to 

collect stolen customer credentials.1

Cyber Signals 

Email Threats:

Median time for an attacker to access your private data if you fall victim 

to a phishing email is one hour, 12 minutes.1

Endpoint Threats:

Median time for an attacker to begin moving laterally within your 

corporate network if a device is compromised is one hour, 42 minutes.1



Digital Security UnitMICROSOFT CONFIDENTIAL

85.5% United States

8.9% Canada

2.4% Brazil

0.8% Colombia

0.8% Guatemala

0.8% Mexico

0.8% Puerto Rico

35.8% ZIRCONIUM (China)

16.4% THALLIUM (North Korea)

14.9% PHOSPHORUS (Iran)

13.4% NOBELIUM (Russia)

6.0% SEABORGIUM (Russia)

5.2% HAFNIUM (China)

2.2% NICKEL (China)

6.0% OTHER

25.8% Think tanks/NGOs

19.2% Education

11.7% IT

7.5% Government

4.2% Media

2.5% Defense

1.7% Manufacturing

1.7% Finance

25.8% Other

Americas (including United States)
Apr-Jun 2022

Note: 1. Other is inclusive of all other categories excluding those previously named.



Actionable Insights



a

Cybercriminals add double 

extortion to attack strategy

Defending 

against attacks

Cyber Signals 

Stolen passwords and unprotected identities

More than malware, attackers need credentials to succeed. In nearly all 

successful ransomware deployments attackers gain access to privileged, 

administrator level accounts granting broad access to an organizations’ 

network.

Problem

Authenticate identities

Enforce multifactor authentication (MFA) on all accounts, prioritize 

administrator and other sensitive roles. With a hybrid workforce, require 

MFA on all devices, in all locations, at all times. Enable passwordless

authentication like FIDO keys or Microsoft Authenticator for apps that 

support it.

Action

1



a

Cybercriminals add double 

extortion to attack strategy

Defending 

against attacks

Cyber Signals 

Missing or disabled security products

In almost every observed ransomware incident, at least one system 

exploited in the attack had missing or misconfigured security products 

that allowed intruder to tamper with or disable certain protections.

Problem

Address security blind spots

Like smoke alarms, security products must be installed in the correct 

spaces and tested frequently. Verify that security tools are operating in 

their most secure configuration, and that no part of a network is 

unprotected.

Action

2



a

Cybercriminals add double 

extortion to attack strategy

Defending 

against attacks

Cyber Signals 

Misconfigured or abused applications

You might use a popular app for one purpose, but that doesn’t mean 

criminals can’t weaponize it for another goal. Too often, “legacy” 

configurations mean an app is in its default state, allowing any user wide 

access across entire organizations. Don’t overlook this risk or hesitate to 

change app settings for fear of disruption.

Problem

Harden internet facing assets

Consider deleting duplicative or unused apps to eliminate risky, 

unused services. Be mindful of where you permit remote helpdesk 

apps like TeamViewer. These are notoriously targeted by threat actors 

to gain express access to laptops.

Action

3



a

Cybercriminals add double 

extortion to attack strategy

Defending 

against attacks

Cyber Signals 

Slow patching

It’s a cliché, like “Eat your vegetables!” – but it’s a critical fact: The best 

way to harden software it to keep it updated. While some cloud-based 

apps update with no user action, companies must apply other vendor 

patches immediately. In 2022 Microsoft observes that older 

vulnerabilities are still a primary driver in attacks.

Problem

Keep systems up to date

Make software inventory a continuous process. Keep track of what 

you are running and prioritize support for these products. Use your 

ability to patch quickly and conclusively to gage where transitioning 

to cloud based services is beneficial.

Action

4



Protecting against these threats



Cybersecurity bell curve
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Allow access
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password reset******
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Thank you


